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DAW BOOKS, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 170 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Esther Diamond, a struggling actress in New York, seems
destined to attract supernatural mayhem. When bizarre magical disappearances disrupt shows
around the city, Esther receives a mysterious warning not to go on with her off-Broadway show.
Desperate to stay on stage rather than resort to waiting tables, Esther turns to her new BFF, Dr.
Maximillian Zadok, a 350-year-old mage whose day job is protecting New York from Evil.
Determined to get to the bottom of this mystery without losing her job, Esther and Max team up
with a conjuring cowboy, a banker with stage aspirations, and a flock of fearless drag queens. Also
on the case is Detective Connor Lopez, a sexy cop who has a thing for Esther, but who fears that she
and Max may be a bigger problem than the vanishing performers. Since the show must go on and
the astronomical rent must be paid Esther, Max, and their friends pursue Evil to its lair in their
fearless determination to find the missing performers and restore harmony to the city that never
sleeps. Disappearing Nightly is the...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it was actually writtern quite perfectly and beneficial. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- K ia n Ja cobi-- K ia n Ja cobi

Complete information for ebook fans. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am pleased to inform you that this is basically the very best pdf we have
read through inside my very own daily life and can be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gideon Mor issette-- Gideon Mor issette
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